EXPERTISE ALLIANCE
The first of its kind to be offered in Goa, the
groundbreaking Expertise Alliance program from
Alliance Française, Panjim brings excellence in
French-language education to participating schools
and colleges through a multifaceted approach of
teacher training, curriculum development, cultural
enrichment, educational resources, and more.

In-Depth Teacher Training

Instructors become better French teachers.
Upon demand, teachers at participating schools are trained in proven
and effective methods of instruction in FLE (Français langue étrangère/
French as a Foreign Language) following the guidelines of the CEFRL.
On prior request, teachers may benefit from thematic workshops and
training.

University Study through Campus France

The Expertise Alliance Advantages
French Instruction at
Recognized International Standards

Student progress made straightforward.
To ensure student progress can be easily evaluated and internationally
recognized, Expertise Alliance implements a program of Frenchlanguage instruction that adheres to the widely used Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL), which
ranks students’ language abilities in six recognizable levels, from
basic to expert. Under Expertise Alliance, participating students focus
on established educational targets at each level of language study,
ensuring systematic achievement on par with European programs. In
addition, the teaching method used by Alliance Française, Panjim is
based on the most modern and efficient techniques that encourage
active learning of French.

Preparation for the DELF exam

Students are set to apply for official certification in French.
Working within the guidelines of the CEFRL, Expertise Alliance provides
students with effective, strategic preparation for the DELF (Diplôme
d’études en langue française), the official diploma in French language
provided by the French Ministry of Education that is valid for life. Notably,
the DELF is required for university study in France and recognized by
several other Francophone countries. It is also an essential asset for
working in France or with French or international companies.

Discover a new world of academic options.
Featuring prestigious institutions like the Sorbonne, the French
university system remains one of the world’s best—all the while being
competitively priced. Thanks to its close connection with Campus
France—the official promotional agency for university study in France—
AFP can also provide participating schools’ teachers, students and their
parents with support and guidance in the process of applying to study
in French universities, including assistance with CV and motivational
letter.

Explore A Rich Cultural Program

Students learn from activities and resources.
Successfully learning a new language also means learning a new
culture. To create a truly immersive experience, Expertise Alliance
offers participating schools and colleges a rich assortment of cultural
activities. Movie screenings featuring French-language films subtitled
in English with corresponding educational in-class activities. Other
activities include contests, exhibitions, shows, la Journée Internationale
de la Francophonie (International Francophonie Day). Prior registration,
participating students also receive access to the much lauded
Culturethèque, an online virtual library replete with the latest resources
including books, newspapers, multimedia, dictionaries, and more.

À LA CARTE SERVICES
To complement the Expertise Alliance program,
Alliance Française, Panjim also offers a range of à la
carte (individual) services to meet your specific needs.
Current offerings include:
• Testing for the DELF
• Teaching Services
• Training in FLE
• After-School Programs
• Educational Trips to France
For more information, please refer to our À La Carte
Services brochure or contact us directly.

Note: Testing for the DELF is offered separately from Expertise Alliance.
See our À La Carte Services brochure or contact us directly for more
details.
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WHY FRENCH?
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Easier to Learn.
As a Romance language, French is easier and faster for Englishspeakers to master in comparison to other influential world
languages like Chinese, German, or Arabic. Given its linguistic
and historic connections, learning French also improves students’
mastery of both Spanish and Portuguese.

Academic Advantage.
A high level of French adds a distinct edge to college applications
and furthers college studies. French can help qualified highschool students earn advanced standing or college credits in
national examinations. With French, students can more easily
excel in study abroad programs and university exchanges—not
to mention, have a competitive advantage in degree programs in
multiple disciplines, from International Relations to the humanities.
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Professional Opportunities.
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International Education.
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As one of the main languages of business and international
relations, French opens new opportunities for employment with
French and international companies in India, 32 countries where
French is an official language, or abroad.

ABOUT ALLIANCE
FRANÇAISE, PANJIM
The Alliance Française was founded in Paris in 1883 with the mission to
promote French language and culture around the world. Today, the nonprofit cultural organization now features 834 branches in 132 countries.
Founded in 2007, Alliance Française, Panjim is dedicated to fostering
an intercultural dialogue and amicable relations between France and
Goa. Located in the neighborhood of Altinho, one of the prime locations
in Panjim, AFP is now Goa’s leading French language and cultural center,
annually training hundreds of students of all ages at all levels of French.
In part of its vision to introduce French and the opportunities that it
provides, AFP is partnering with schools, universities and companies
across Goa. Complementing its linguistic curriculum, AFP organizes
cultural events open to the general public throughout the year, including
shows, screenings, conferences and more.

CONTACT US
For additional information and pricing options for Alliance Française,
Panjim’s À La Carte Services, please contact +91 (0) 832 2420049
or info.panjim@afindia.org /director.panjim@afindia.org

EXPERTISE
ALLIANCE

A mastery of French provides opportunity to study in the widely
respected yet competitively priced French university system
(including prestigious institutions like the Sorbonne) as well as
top universities in other Francophone countries.

Global Perspectives.
With over 270 million speakers around the world, knowing
French fosters regional and international connections. Besides
being spoken in Europe, the Americas, the Caribbean, and Africa,
French is an official language of the United Nations, the European
Union, and major international organizations like the International
Red Cross, the International Olympic Committee, and Doctors
Without Borders.

The experts in French are here for you.

@afpanjim
Alliance Française, Panjim
H. No 46A, P.E Agnelo RD, Altinho, 403 001 Panjim
Mon-Fri 9:30-13:00 & 14:30-17:30 | Sat 9:30-12:30

www.panjim-goa.afindia.org

Goa’s leading French language and cultural center,
Alliance Française, Panjim now debuts a host of
special and innovative à la carte (individual) services
to local schools, colleges, universities and companies.
From organizing a tailor-made French language
program to preparing for the prestigious DELF diploma,
AFP is ready to help you get ahead.

